Abstract The future climate change projections are essentially based on coupled general circulation model (CGCM) simulations, which give a distinct global warming pattern with arctic winter amplification, an equilibrium landsea warming contrast and an inter-hemispheric warming gradient. While these simulations are the most important tool of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predictions, the conceptual understanding of these predicted structures of climate change and the causes of their uncertainties is very difficult to reach if only based on these highly complex CGCM simulations. In the study presented here we will introduce a very simple, globally resolved energy balance (GREB) model, which is capable of simulating the main characteristics of global warming. The model shall give a bridge between the strongly simplified energy balance models and the fully coupled 4-dimensional complex CGCMs. It provides a fast tool for the conceptual understanding and development of hypotheses for climate change studies, which shall build a basis or starting point for more detailed studies of observations and CGCM simulations. It is based on the surface energy balance by very simple representations of solar and thermal radiation, the atmospheric hydrological cycle, sensible turbulent heat flux, transport by the mean atmospheric circulation and heat exchange with the deeper ocean. Despite some limitations in the representations of the basic processes, the models climate sensitivity and the spatial structure of the warming pattern are within the uncertainties of the IPCC models simulations. It is capable of simulating aspects of the arctic winter amplification, the equilibrium land-sea warming contrast and the inter-hemispheric warming gradient with good agreement to the IPCC models in amplitude and structure. The results give some insight into the understanding of the land-sea contrast and the polar amplification. The GREB model suggests that the regional inhomogeneous distribution of atmospheric water vapor and the non-linear sensitivity of the downward thermal radiation to changes in the atmospheric water vapor concentration partly cause the land-sea contrast and may also contribute to the polar amplification. The combination of these characteristics causes, in general, dry and cold regions to warm more than other regions.
representation of the main physical processes and to include more processes that affect aspects of the climate system. The CGCMs are subsequently focusing on the best possible simulation of the climate system, but not necessarily on the best conceptual understanding of the phenomena of the climate and its variability or change. While the models became more realistic in simulating the climate mean state, they also become more complex. In presentday CGCMs it is far from trivial to understand even simple aspects of the climate system, because too many processes interact with each other in CGCM simulation.
Simplified models such as the earth system models of intermediate complexity (EMICs) are capable of simulating the large scale features of climate change (see Petoukhov et al. 2005 or references within). This raises the question, whether the main large-scale features of the global warming pattern, predicted by the IPCC model simulations, may indeed be simulated with a strongly simplified model, in which only the main processes are considered in strongly simplified representations. This study aims to present such a strongly simplified model. Although, the model introduced in this study will have some significant limitations in the representation of the main processes, this first version of the model already illustrates that the main large-scale features can indeed be understood by only a few simplified processes. The model shall be understood as a simple tool, which helps to conceptually understand aspects of the global warming response. It can help to develop hypotheses about the processes involved in aspects of climate change or climate variability, which must further be tested with observations or more complex and more realistic CGCM simulations. We will apply the simple model to several aspects of the large-scale climate change pattern.
The land-sea warming contrast, with stronger warming over land than over oceans, is probably one of the best known features of the observed and predicted global warming pattern. It has in the past been pointed out that this phenomenon is not just a transient effect due to different heat capacities over land and oceans, but is indeed an intrinsic feature of climate dynamics that persists even in the equilibrium 2 9 CO 2 response (e.g. Manabe et al. 1991) . However, only very recent studies focused on this phenomenon in more detail (Sutton et al. 2007; Joshi et al. 2008; Lambert and Chiang 2007) . Joshi et al. (2008) suggest that the equilibrium land-sea warming contrast is caused by regional differences in the hydrological cycle. Over oceans water vapor is evaporated much more strongly than over land, causing stronger latent heat release into the troposphere. The additional warming in the atmosphere is than mixed globally by the atmospheric circulation causing the land to warm more strongly than the oceans. Dommenget (2009) argues, that additionally water vapor will be mixed globally by the atmospheric circulation, causing additional heating over land by radiative feedbacks and possibly additional latent heat release by condensation or precipitation. In the study presented here we will use the simple model to conceptually deconstruct the land-sea contrast to illustrate the feedbacks involved in this phenomenon.
The polar amplification is one of the most prominent features of the observed and predicted future global warming pattern (see Serreze and Francis 2006 for an overview). It is mostly argued to result from the sea ice cover/snow-albedo feedbacks (e.g. Budyko 1969; Sellers 1969; Manabe and Stouffer 1980; Serreze and Francis 2006; Meehl et al. 2007a, b) , but other studies also find indications that the arctic amplification exists without the snow/ice-albedo feedback (e.g. Hall 2004; Alexeev et al. 2005; Cai 2006; Langen and Alexeev; 2007 , Graversen and Wang 2009 or Lu and Cai 2010 . The clear sky water vapor feedback is strongly increased in the polar regions due to the very low atmospheric concentrations of water vapor in the cold arctic winter (Curry et al. 1995) and Winton (2006) found that the long wave radiation response appears to be an important factor. Both results may indicate that water vapor feedbacks may be important in the arctic amplification as well. In the following study presented here, we will use the simple climate model to take a look on how the sea ice/snow-albedo, the water vapor feedbacks, and other processes in the climate system interact with each other to produce the polar amplification, which may contribute to the understanding of the arctic warming.
The paper is organized as follows: The following section describes the data and additional GCM simulation used. The main concept and details of the globally resolved energy balance (GREB) model introduced in this study are presented in Sect. 3, which is followed by a discussion of the GREB model's climate sensitivity in comparison with that of the IPCC-models. Section 4 presents a discussion of the conceptual deconstruction of the global warming pattern, the land-sea contrast and the polar amplification. The final section gives a summary and discussion of the main findings.
Data and additional ECHAM5 experiments
Most climatological values are taken from the NCEP reanalysis data from 1950 to 2008 (Kalnay et al. 1996) , see Table 1 . The cloud cover climatology is taken from the ISCCP project (Rossow and Schiffer 1991) . The ocean mixed layer depth climatology is taken from Lorbacher et al. (2006) . The gaps of the original Lorbacher et al. (2006) climatology are filled by a simple nearest neighbor interpolation and the seasonal evolution is smoothed by an annual and semiannual harmonics fit. Topographic data was taken from ECHAM5 atmosphere model (Roeckner et al. 2003 ). See Fig. 1 for the mean climatologies of the boundary conditions used for the GREB model. Glacier points are those that are higher than 300 m in Topographic and whose annual mean and maximum monthly mean temperature are below 5°C.
Additional experiments with the ECHAM5 atmosphere model in T31 resolution (Roeckner et al. 2003) coupled to a simple mixed layer ocean model (Dommenget and Latif 2008) are performed to estimate characteristics of the downward thermal radiation dependence in respect to atmospheric water vapor and cloud cover.
The IPCC model simulations are taken from the CMIP3 database (Meehl et al. 2007a, b) . The IPCC-ensemble mean is taken from 24 model simulations of the IPCC A1B-scenario.
The globally resolved energy balance model (GREB)
The main idea of the simple globally resolved energy balance model is: (1) to reduce the complexity of the climate system; (2) to allow a stepwise deconstruction of the climate change response; (3) to avoid mean state climate biases and allow sensitivity studies with alterations in the climate mean state; (4) to have a simple conceptual model that is on the same or comparable horizontal grid resolution as the CGCM simulations and (5) to have a fast and easy to use tool for studies of the climate system response to external forcings.
The processes simulated with the GREB model are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Each of these processes is represented with strongly simplified equations. The primary prognostic variable of the GREB model is the surface temperature, T surf , which follows the tendency equation:
The tendencies of T surf are forced by the incoming solar radiation, F solar , the net thermal radiation, F thermal , the cooling by latent heat from surface evaporation of water, F latent , the turbulent heat exchange with the atmosphere, F sense , and the heat exchange with the deeper subsurface ocean, F ocean . Each of these forcing terms is related to one or more of the processes illustrated in Fig. 2 . The flux correction term, F correct , is an empirical correction of the tendencies of T surf to correct for model errors. The surface heat capacity, c surf , is for ice free ocean points assumed to be the heat capacity of the ocean mixed layer, which follows the seasonal cycle of the mixed layer depth, h mld , with regional differences (see Fig. 1h ) and is that of a 2 m soil for land points. It varies for sea ice points as discussed further below. The processes are modeled as follows:
Solar radiation
The absorbed incoming solar radiation is given by
with the solar constant S 0 , the 24 h mean fraction reaching a normal surface area on top of the atmosphere, r, as function of latitude, k, and the Julian day of the calendar year, t julian (Sellers 1965) . A fraction of the incoming solar radiation is reflected by clouds, a clouds , and by the surface, a surf . The cloud albedo, a clouds , is assumed to be proportional to the total cloud cover, which is given as a seasonal climatology (see Fig. 1f ). For complete cloud cover a clouds = 0.35. The surface albedo, a surf , is assumed to be a linear function of T surf within a temperature interval near the freezing point of water and constant outside this temperature interval, see Fig. 3a . Within the temperature interval, where a surf , is a function of T surf , the solar radiation represents a strong positive feedback. This temperature dependence shall reflect a simple parameterization of the surface albedo dependence on the snow/ice-cover over land and sea ice cover over oceans, which is similar to other simple model approaches (e.g. Sellers 1976; Ramanathan 1977) . The large glaciers of Greenland and Antarctica, for instance, are kept with a constant albedo, assuming that they will not change, see Fig. 1b for the glacier mask. Figure 3c , d illustrates where the snow-albedo feedback is active. During wintertime T surf is within the temperature interval (-10°C, 0°C) only in a band around 40-50°N. The strength of the feedback is also altered by the incoming solar radiation and by the cloud cover. Since the solar radiation in high latitudes winter is very weak, the ice-albedo feedback is also weaker the further north it goes. In summertime the feedback is much weaker and mostly in the Arctic Sea.
We neglect any cloud feedbacks on the albedo in this formulation, due to the large uncertainty of the main feedback and its regional structure, although it may in principle be possible to include a simple feedback formulation in this model. Note also, that regional and seasonal variations in a surf without snow/ice cover changes (e.g. vegetation) are also neglected.
Thermal radiation
The thermal radiation forcing to T surf is due to the black body emission of the surface and due to the atmospheric downward thermal radiation, which depends on the The mean ice-albedo feedback for winter (JFM) and summer (JAS) in the GREB model atmospheric temperature, T atmos , the CO 2 concentration, the vertical integrated atmospheric water vapor concentration, viwv atmos , and the cloud cover. It is the only way the greenhouse gas CO 2 influences the climate system, but it also represents the most fundamental negative feedback to increasing T surf and the most important positive feedback due to atmospheric water vapor response. Simple climate models (e.g. Harvey and Schneider 1985; Weaver et al. 2001 ) use different approaches to simulate the long wave radiation, which mostly include some parameterizations of the surface outgoing and atmospheric downward radiation (e.g. Ramanathan 1977; Ramanathan et al. 1979; Fanning and Weaver 1996) . We try to keep the model as simple as possible with the least number of parameters and base our thermal radiation model on the slab atmosphere greenhouse model (Bohren and Clothiaux 2006) . The net thermal radiation is due to a loss by outgoing thermal radiation and a gain by atmospheric thermal radiation:
The atmosphere is radiating with the temperature T atmos-rad and an effective emissivity, e atmos . T atmos-rad will be defined in the context of the atmospheric temperature, T atmos , in Sect. 3.4. The effective emissivity, e atmos , is depending on the CO 2 concentration, the vertical integrated atmospheric water vapor concentration, viwv atmos , and the cloud cover. As a simple approximation of the dependency on CO 2 and viwv atmos we use a log-function approach as in Myhre et al. (1998) . We also need to consider that the absorption and emission of thermal radiation at different spectral bands are overlapping for CO 2 and viwv atmos (e.g. Kiehl and Ramanathan 1982) . This can be approximated by:
e 0 is the emissivity without considering clouds first. CO topo 2 is the atmospheric concentration of CO 2 scaled by changes in surface pressure due to the topographic height, z topo : CO topo 2 ¼ e Àz topo =z atmos Á CO 2 . The scaling height z topo = 8,400 m is a measure of the thickness of the atmosphere. The first term RHS (right hand side) in Eq. 4 is the emissivity due to CO 2 , viwv atmos and some residual component, pe 3 , in spectral bands where the components thermal emissivity overlaps. The second and third term RHS are the non-overlapping spectral bands CO 2 and viwv atmos terms (they still overlap with pe 3 ). The parameters pe 4-6 give the relative importance of each absorption band, pe 1-3 are the greenhouse gas species scaling concentration, which we assume to be the same for each absorption band to simplify the approximation. The log-function approach is a simple approximation to consider the saturation effective. Note that this e-function can be\0 and[1, but in all simulations discussed in this study such values are not reached. It needs to be noted that the slab greenhouse is an approximation. If greenhouse gasses increase, a multi layer model would be better, which effectively means that e atmos can become larger than one (Bohren and Clothiaux 2006) . If no greenhouse gasses exist e atmos should be zero. It is an extreme case (e.g. no CO 2 , VIWV and cloud cover), but should be considered.
Cloud cover is considered by:
Thus cloud cover, CLD, scales the effective emissivity, e atmos , by shifting it up or down and by diluting the effects of the trace gasses. So in the presence of clouds emissivity is larger and the effect of trace gas concentrations is reduced. This also reduces the sensitivity to changes in trace gasses concentration. The parameters of the model are fitted to literature values constraining the effective emissivity as function of CO 2 , viwv atmos , and CLD with an iterative numerical fitting routine minimizing a cost-function (see Appendix 2 for details).
The main characteristics of the e atmos function are illustrated in Fig. 4 . e atmos increases due to viwv atmos and CLD, while the CLD leads to stronger increases when viwv atmos is low (Fig. 4a) . Further we can see that the spectral overlap of CO 2 with viwv atmos leads to a smaller sensitivity to CO 2 when viwv atmos is large (Fig. 4c) . In summary we have a non-linear model for the emissivity as function of CO 2 concentration, viwv atmos , and the cloud cover. This simplified approach of estimating the downward thermal radiation, neglects details of the vertical atmospheric structure (e.g. temperature, cloud thickness, trace gases). Changes or feedbacks in the vertical temperature and radiation structure are known as the lapse rate feedbacks (e.g. Ramanathan 1977 or Soden and Held 2006 and references therein).The approach chosen here represents a very strong simplification of the thermal radiation transfer within the atmosphere, which is simulated in CGCM by the vertical integral of long wave radiation transfer through the atmosphere, depending on the vertically resolved temperature, emissivity, density, cloudiness, atmospheric trace gas composition, etc. The simple model (Eqs. 4 and 5) is certainly not optimal and can not reproduce the full complexity of the atmospheric thermal radiation. In particular extreme cases, such as very low viwv atmos (\1 kg/m 2 ) or CO 2 (\50 ppm), for instance, are likely to be not well describe by this model. It further needs to be noted that this model is derived on the basis of the GCM models, whereas it should rather be based on observations. However, a global estimate of this relationship from observations is also uncertain due to limited observations. Further an adequate estimate of this parameterization would require a much more detailed discussion, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, for the first formulation of the GREB model we think the model estimate is sufficient, while further development of the model should include an observational based estimate. The thermal radiation feedbacks are most likely the largest uncertainties and systematic errors in the GREB model formulation, which will partly be discussed in the analysis of the model global warming response pattern.
Hydrological cycle
The response in viwv atmos and the latent heat release is central to climate change. We therefore have to simulate the response of the hydrological cycle, which includes the evaporation of water vapor at the surface, the condensation of water in the atmosphere and the associated take-up and releases of latent heat at the surface and in the atmosphere, respectively. The saturation surface air layer specific humidity, q sat , is given by
Àz topo =z atmos Á 3:75 Á 10 À3 Á e 17:08085
which is taken from the textbook from James (1994) and extended to consider changes in surface pressure due to the topographic height, z topo . The latent heat release to the surface layer associated with evaporation is given by an extended Bulk formula Oort 1992a, 1992b) :
The Bulk formula depends on the difference between q sat and the actual surface air layer humidity, q air , the wind speed, ũ Ã j j the constant parameters of the latent heat of evaporation and condensation of water, L, the density of air, q air , and the transfer coefficient, C w . The wind speed, ũ Ã j jis assumed to be the seasonally varying mean winds of the NCEP reanalysis 850 hPa geopotential height winds, ũ (see Fig. 1e for the annual mean values) plus a globally constant turbulent part of 3 m/s over oceans and 2 m/s over land. The Bulk formula is extended by a surface wetness fraction, # soil , to simulate evaporation over land, where the surface is not always wet. # soil is assumed to be a climatological boundary condition in the GREB model, which however varies with the seasonal cycle, see Fig. 1g for the annual mean values.
The atmospheric integrated water vapor, viwv atmos , is roughly linearly related to the near surface humidity q air (e.g. Rapti 2005) , which is estimated by a linear regression from ECHAM5 simulations scaled by topography:
Note, that the additional scaling by the topography should simulate the effect of nearly exponentially decreasing atmospheric water vapor mixing ratios. Changes per unit time in q air by evaporation, Dq eva , are given with the help of Eq. 7:
The latent heat release, Q latent , in the atmosphere due to changes in q air by condensation or precipitation, Dq precip , is given by
The condensation or precipitation, Dq precip is assumed to be proportional to q air
with r precip = -0.1/24 h, which corresponds to an autoregressive model with a decorrelation (recirculation) 
with the changes in q air given by Dq eva , Dq precip , the atmospheric circulation terms of isotropic diffusion and advection and the empirical flux correction term, Dq correct , to correct for model climatology errors.
Sensible heat and atmospheric temperature
The sensible heat flux between the surface and the atmosphere can be approximated by Newtonian coupling:
with the coupling constant c atmos = 22.5 W/K/m 2 (following from Barsugli and Battisti 1998 minus the thermal radiation damping effect of about 2.5 W/K/m 2 ) and the atmospheric temperature, T atmos . T atmos itself is a prognostic variable following the tendency equation:
The tendencies of T atmos depend on the sensible heat exchange with the surface, F sense , the net thermal radiation of the atmosphere, Fa thermal , the latent heat release by condensation of atmospheric water vapor, Q latent , and the two atmospheric circulation terms of diffusion and advection. The atmospheric heat capacity, c atmos , is chosen as the equivalent of a 5,000 m air column. The atmospheric absorption of solar radiation is neglected, as it is considered to be of minor importance in the context of this study. The net thermal radiation of the atmosphere is given by:
The atmosphere absorbs thermal radiation from the surface relative to its emissivity and radiates to space and the surface. However, the radiation temperature T atmos-rad is different from T atmos , as it need to be considered that the slab greenhouse model radiates in the atmospheric layer with the temperature of 0.84*T surf independent of the emissivity (Bohren and Clothiaux 2006) , while T atmos following from Eq. 14 would be much warmer than that, since this equation does not consider adiabatic cooling by expansion with decreasing pressure. Thus our modeled T atmos is roughly a potential temperature. To incorporate the much colder radiation temperature T atmos-rad we shift T atmos-rad relative to T atmos by a constant: T atmos-rad = T atmos -0.16*T surf (control) -5 K. The shift by -5 K results from the fact that the T atmos following from Eq. 14 is in global mean average warmer than T surf by about 5 K due to latent heating. Subsequently, T atmos-rad = 0.84*T surf in the global mean of the control simulations, but changes in T atmos-rad in the scenario run are only a function of T atmos (not T surf ). Thus T atmos-rad simulates a higher level atmosphere temperature that radiates to space and that follows the evolution of T atmos .
Atmospheric circulation
The atmospheric circulation in the GREB follows a seasonal climatology and is assumed to not respond to external forcings. It thus represents a fixed boundary condition. The mean circulation, ũ, is following the seasonally varying climatology of the NCEP reanalysis 850 hPa winds. The atmospheric transport is simulated by advection with ũ, and isotropic diffusion with an effective diffusivity of j = 8 9 10 5 m 2 /s. The effective diffusivity j roughly mimics the lifetime of a typical weather system, where disturbances with a radius of about 1,000 km have a lifetime of about a week, which is assumed to be the main cause of isotropic diffusion in the troposphere.
The contributions of neighboring grid points to the gradient and divergence operators in Eqs. 12 and 14 are scaled by topography (analog to Eq. 8), to incorporate some effect of the topography onto the circulation. Subsequently, it slightly reduces the contribution of high topographic regions to the circulation terms. The isotropic diffusion is additionally scaled by the local topography with the scaling height z topo for the diffusion of heat and a smaller scaling height z topo = 5,000 m for the diffusion of water vapor, which is assumed to be more strongly affected by topography, because air masses passing topographic features are generally precipitating some of the water vapor content, leading to a drying of the air mass.
Sea ice
The effect of changes in sea ice cover is only considered in the changes of the effective heat capacity c surf , which changes from the oceans mixed layer values to a 2 m water column over a transition temperature interval, see Fig. 3b . The change in heat capacity goes parallel with the change in the albedo (Fig. 3a) . Latent heat releases by freezing and melting are neglected.
Deep ocean
A fraction of the heat gained by the surface layer of the ocean is mixed into the deeper and abyssal ocean, which is important for considering the seasonal cycle and transient effects of climate change. This is simulated in the GREB model by a subsurface ocean layer:
The tendencies of the subsurface ocean temperature, T ocean , is given by the heat exchange with the surface ocean layer due to decreasing of the mixed layer depth, DTo entrain , for a time step, Dt, turbulent mixing with the surface ocean layer, Fo sense , and by a tendencies correction term, Fo correct , which is an empirical correction of the tendencies of T ocean to correct for model drifts. The climatological mean is forced to be the minimum of T surf . Note, that the absolute values of T ocean , are irrelevant, since only temperature differences to T surf are needed. The effective heat capacity of the ocean, c ocean , is assumed to be a function of the mean maximum mixed layer depth z ocean = 3*max(h mld ), which ranges roughly between 100 and 1,000 m. Note that the heat exchange with deeper ([z ocean ) abyssal ocean is not simulated in the GREB model. A decreasing h mld leads to entrainment of surface layer water, which results into DTo entrain of
with the change in the mixed layer depth, Dh mld . An increasing h mld leads to an entrainment of subsurface water into the mixed layer, which results into T surf tendency, DT entrain , of
Note that the factor results from the finite temperature gradient below the mixed layer, which effectively leads to less entrainment than in a simple two layers step model. The turbulent mixing between the two ocean layers, Fo sense , is simulated by a Newtonian coupling:
with the coupling constant c ocean = 5 W/K/m 2 . The net heat flux from the deeper ocean to the surface layer is given by
Flux corrections
Simple climate models such as the one described above cannot simulate the mean state climate with sufficient accuracy. Simple conceptual models or EMICs will usually empirically optimize parameters or add additional flux corrections to the tendency equations to maintain a realistic climate. In many studies with simplified models modest mean state errors (in the order of several to 10 K) are accepted and are assumed to be of minor importance (e.g. Weaver et al. 2001 , or Ganopolski et al. 2001 ). The T surf tendency Eq. 1 without the flux correction term, F correct , would result into a large model drift, with a root mean square error (RMS-error) of about 10 K (if the atmospheric water vapor is kept at climatological values). To maintain a mean climate state as observed, the simple climate models need to be empirically corrected. We chose to put all empirical corrections into the flux correction term F correct for T surf tendencies, Fo correct for T ocean tendencies and Dq correct for q air tendency, which are estimated by calculating the residual tendencies needed to maintain the observed climatologies of T surf , T ocean and q air. As a result the GREB model climatologies of T surf and q air are by construction identical to the observed ones. The advantage is that we can control the mean state climate directly and estimate the role of mean state biases. The disadvantage is that these flux corrections may potentially affect the climate sensitivity in a non-linear way. However, many studies have addressed climate sensitivities with using flux corrections in simplified ocean model to maintain a climate state close to the observed and most these study found the climate sensitivity in the these flux corrected GCMs is close to those of the not flux corrected simulations (e.g. Murphy et al. 2004 or Webb et al. 2006 ). However, for further development of the model it is necessary to improve some of the solar and thermal radiation parameterizations, as discussed in the analysis and discussion below. For sensitivity experiments discussed in the analysis following below, the correction terms F correct , Fo correct and Dq correct are recalculated for each experiment to maintain the observed climatologies. The full GREB model (EXP-10, see Table 3 ) has the smallest contribution of the flux corrections to the tendencies in T surf and in the simplest experiment, where most processes are ''turned off'' (EXP-1), the flux corrections have the largest contribution to the tendencies. However, in all simulations the flux corrections are important to maintain a climate close to the observed and the global mean flux is not zero, as the model does not give a complete simulation of the atmosphere and ocean (e.g. it is missing resolved clouds or adiabatic atmospheric cooling).
Performance and limits
The GREB model as described above is numerically integrated on a horizontal grid with a 3.75°9 3.75°horizontal resolution and a numerical time step of 12 h (daily cycle is not resolved), except for the diffusion and advection schemes, which need a shorter time step for numerical stability depending on the latitudes. The FORTRAN-code of the model is available as supplemental material. In the Appendix 1 the model's prognostic, diagnostic and climatic constants and the model parameters are listed, see Tables 1  and 2 . The GREB numerical code computes one model year in a few seconds and a 200 years A1B-scenario in less than an hour on a standard personal computer. It therefore is a relatively fast tool, which allows conducting sensitivity studies to external forcing within minutes to hours. Figure 5 shows the ensemble mean response in the A1B scenario (transient CO 2 concentration) of 24 models of the IPCC assessment report 4 (AR4) (Meehl et al. 2007a, b) for winter and summer in comparison with the GREB model response for the same scenario. We can note that the largescale features of both models are similar, with a stronger warming over land (land-sea warming ratio), a polar winter amplification and a stronger warming on the Northern compared to the Southern Hemisphere. The seasonal differences in the response are also similar in both models, with a mostly stronger warming in the cold season. Figure 6 shows the difference in the T surf response pattern between the IPCC-ensemble mean and the GREB model. The global mean warming is about the same for both responses. It need to be noted, though, that the emissivity function of the GREB model has been fitted to agree with the global mean characteristics of the IPCC models, which to some degree enforces a good agreement with IPCC models on the global mean warming, but does not necessarily have to get the right regional differences. The most striking difference is over the arctic in winter, where the GREB model does not warm as much as the IPCC models. Further we can see a quite regional overestimation of the warming over the northern North Atlantic, which may most likely be related to the thermohaline circulation slow down in the IPCC simulation, which is not simulated in the GREB model. There seems to be some 1970-2000 in (K) indication that the regions with strong ice-albedo feedbacks (see Fig. 3 ) tend to warm too much (e.g. the northern hemisphere midlatitudes winter continental regions). The southern ocean is another region, in which the GREB model warms too much. Further there is some indication that the summer continental regions do not warm as much in the GREB model as they do in the IPCC simulations. The response difference of the GREB model relative to the IPCC ensemble mean response can be compared with the response differences of the individual IPCC ensemble members relative to the IPCC ensemble mean. The model uncertainties may be quantified in terms of the global mean climate sensitivity and the uncertainty in the regional amplitudes of the response pattern, 1 see Fig. 7 . The IPCC models build an uncertainty cloud with a global mean climate sensitivity of about 2-3 K and a mean regional amplitude uncertainty of about 20-35%. The GREB model is within this model uncertainty cloud, but with relatively large deviation from the IPCC ensemble mean response pattern.
Since the T surf response strongly depends on the response in T atmos , q air and T ocean , it is worth looking at the response of these quantities to further verify the skill of the GREB model. Figure 8 shows the response to 2 9 CO 2 in T atmos relative to T surf , in relative humidity, the ocean heat uptake and the change in precipitation. Over the tropical ocean the response in T atmos is about 20% larger than the response in T surf , which is due to the latent heat release in the atmosphere. In higher latitudes and on land the response in T atmos is about the same as in T surf . The overall effect is roughly consistent with the T atmos response found in the IPCC-models (Meehl et al. 2007a, b) . In the GREB model the deep ocean heat uptake is basically a function of the mixed layer depth and the surface warming. The ocean heat uptake is mostly confined to northern midlatitudes and a band in the southern ocean, due to the larger mixed layer depths in these regions. The spatial pattern and amplitude is roughly comparable with findings in CGCM studies (Banks and Gregory 2006) .
The relative humidity is unchanged for most oceanic region, but shows a small decrease in northern continental regions, which seems to be in good agreement with GCM studies (see Held and Soden 2000) . The change in precipitation can be estimated by the change in Dq precip , although it needs to be noted that the simplistic representation of condensation or precipitation in the GREB model does not allow for reduced precipitation by increased temperatures. However, the global mean increase of about 10% and the large scale structure, with stronger relative increase in precipitation with increasing latitudes and over land is comparable to that found in the IPCC models (Meehl et al. 2007a, b) . The decrease in precipitation found GREB response diff. winter (JFM) GREB response diff. summer (JAS) (a) (b) in the subtropical regions in the IPCC-models cannot be simulated with the GREB model.
Conceptual understanding of climate sensitivity
We will now discuss some large-scale aspects of the climate response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcings. The simplicity of the GREB model allows deconstructing the climate change response pattern by not simulating individual processes. We therefore build a series of sensitivity experiments, in which elements of the GREB model are 'turned off', to illustrate how different feedbacks produce different structures of the global warming response pattern. See Table 3 for a complete list of the sensitivity experiments. In all control experiments the control CO 2 concentration is 340 ppm and doubled for all sensitivity experiments. The flux correction terms are recomputed for each sensitivity experiments, in order to maintain the same mean state climate. It is important to note, that switching of some feedbacks can result into an unstable climate mean state (e.g. tropical water vapor feedback without interaction to the high latitudes (Pierrehumbert 1995) ). We therefore discuss only sensitivity experiments, in which the climate mean state is stable (e.g. a small perturbation of the climate will lead back to a stable mean state). In the discussion it has to be noted that the processes and feedbacks are not linear. The relative influence of a process on the response pattern will in general depend on the other feedbacks as well (e.g. Bates 2007 or Cai and Lu 2009 ) The following discussion is therefore depending on the order in which processes are 'turned off' or 'turned on' and shall only give one perspective on a deconstruction of the climate response signals.
In the whole discussion following it needs to be noted that the GREB model is only a very simplified model, which may in many aspects get the relative importance of a process incorrect, neglect important aspects or may be producing the right response for the wrong reasons. The results should therefore be taken with some caution and should only give a rough idea of the main interactions. Figure 9 shows a series of T surf response patterns starting with the sensitivity experiments where most processes are 'turned off' and ends with the full GREB model. For the simplest case (EXP-1) we can consider the response to a 2 9 CO 2 increase where the only feedback is the thermal radiation response to changes in T surf and where topography or regional differences in the atmospheric water vapor and cloud cover are not considered, see Fig. 9a . The T surf response is a weakly monotonically increasing function of T surf (compare Figs. 9a with 1c) , because the thermal radiation emitted by the atmospheric greenhouse gases is proportional to T surf 4 (see Eq. 3). The effect of the topography, in the case where no feedbacks from atmospheric water vapor or snow and sea ice cover are considered (EXP-2), is to reduce the effective emissivity of the atmosphere due to the smaller optical thickness. Subsequently regions with higher altitudes will have a weaker local response to a CO 2 increase than low-altitude regions. This picture will however change substantially, when feedbacks from atmospheric water vapor or snow and ice cover and differences in mean water vapor are considered, as discussed further below. The cloud cover has an effect onto both the solar and thermal radiation. In the absence of ice-albedo and water vapor feedbacks we can here discuss only the effect of the mean cloud cover on the local thermal radiation response, see Fig. 9d ,e. Regions with relatively (to the mean of 70%) low cloud cover will have a stronger thermal radiation response (see Eq. 5), as can be seen, for instance over the Sahara or southern Africa. On the other hand regions with large cloud cover have a reduced local radiation response, as can be seen, for instance over the Southern Ocean.
Deconstructing the climate response
The mean atmospheric water vapor, viwv atmos , influences the response to a CO 2 increase by changing the mean emissivity and by changing the sensitivity to CO 2 changes, see Eq. 4. Regions with larger viwv atmos have a smaller sensitivity to CO 2 changes (see Fig. 4a ) due to the overlap in the absorption wavelengths. This reduces the local response in the moist tropical regions substantially and increases the response over higher altitudes, see Fig. 9g . However, the change is not as strong as one may have expected from the strength of the sensitivity of e atmos to viwv atmos (see Fig. 4c ), because an increase in the mean atmospheric water vapor, viwv atmos , also increases the mean e atmos , which leads to an effectively weaker negative feedback to changes in T surf . Subsequently regions with larger viwv atmos tend to have a stronger T surf sensitivity for a given forcing than regions with low viwv atmos . The atmospheric circulation will advect and turbulently diffuse heat (thus changes in T surf ) from one region to neighboring regions. It effectively leads to a smoothing of the response pattern (Fig. 9h) . The stronger warming over subtropical oceans, dry, warmer and low altitude regions is transported to the wet, warm tropics, continental and high altitude regions, see Fig. 9i .
The first main feedbacks that amplify the response to CO 2 increase are the ice/snow-albedo and the sea ice cover feedbacks, which mostly affect the higher latitudes (see Fig. 9j, k) . Both feedbacks together lead to a warming of (a) Fig. 9 The T surf response to 2 9 CO 2 increase after 50 years in a series of sensitivity experiments, in which different elements of the GREB model are 'turned off', starting with the simplest model and finishing with the complete GREBmodel. The panels to the right show the response difference to the previous (row above) sensitivity experiment, in [K] the northern hemisphere high latitudes that is stronger than the warming anywhere else. In the southern hemisphere the warming is not as strong, because large continental regions with the mean T surf in the range of the strong snow-albedo feedback (see Fig. 3c, d ) are missing.
(i) (h)

Effect of Topography No Feedbacks Effect of Clouds No Feedbacks Effect of Relative Humidity No Feedbacks Effect of Atmospheric Circulation No Feedbacks Thermal Radiation Response No Feedbacks
The response of the atmospheric water vapor viwv atmos to increased T surf is the main positive feedback for the climate warming globally, see Fig. 9l . Note that the effect of the water vapor response is strong also in the northern mid to high latitudes, despite the fact that the evaporation of water vapor is strongest in the tropics. This is to some extent caused by the combined effects of the snow/icealbedo, the sea ice cover and the radiative water vapor feedbacks. The later is related to the non-linear dependency of the e atmos -function to atmospheric water vapor viwv atmos , which causes the thermal downward radiation to be more sensitive to changes in viwv atmos , when the values of viwv atmos are smaller, see Fig. 4 . The atmospheric circulation transports water vapor by the mean circulation and by turbulent mixing (Fig. 9n-q) . Both processes lead to a further amplification of the warming response in higher latitudes and a damping (or cooling) of the response in the tropical regions. The turbulent mixing of viwv atmos will lead to an increase in viwv atmos in regions were the mean viwv atmos is relatively small (compare Figs. 1d and 9o) . These are desert, cold and high altitudes regions. The cold high-altitudes desert of Antarctica shows therefore a strong response to the turbulent transport of water vapor. The advection of viwv atmos plays a role where the mean winds (see Fig. 1e ) blow against strong viwv atmos gradients (see Fig. 1d ). In the northern hemisphere this process is quite effective and amplifies the response in the high latitudes and polar regions, while at the same time it damps the warming of the tropical regions substantially (Fig. 9q) . In the southern hemisphere this effect is not as strong due to the mostly zonal structure of the mean wind field.
Finally we can consider the effect of heat exchange with the deeper oceans on the T surf response, see Fig. 9r , s. Quite obviously the effect is that of a global damping of the T surf response, which is strongest where the warming was strongest. However, the damping effect is stronger over the southern Ocean due to the relative large ocean and the relative strong mixing here (compare with Fig. 1h) . Note, that the overall heat uptake of the deeper ocean is not easily identified from Fig. 9s , but is shown in Fig. 8c. 
The land-sea warming contrast
One of the most significant features of the T surf response pattern is the stronger warming over land than over oceans, which is an intrinsic feature of climate dynamics that persists even in the equilibrium 2 9 CO 2 response. The land-sea warming ratio in the IPCC simulations ranges between 1.4 and 1.8 with a mean of 1.6 in the transient A1B-scenario and between 1.2 and 1.6 with a mean of 1.3 in the equilibrium 2 9 CO 2 scenario (Sutton et al. 2007 ). The GREB model has a comparable land-sea warming ratio with 1.3 (A1B scenario) and 1.3 (equilibrium 2 9 CO 2 ), respectively.
We can again use the GREB model to deconstruct the feedbacks causing the land-sea contrast. The snow-albedo effect has a significant amplification of the warming response mostly over the northern continents. We can further note in Fig. 9o , q that the atmospheric circulation of water vapor plays a key role in the land-sea contrast. The combined effects of the water vapor response processes, clearly forces the land-sea contrast, especially in the warmer continental regions. The transient A1B-scenario without the water vapor feedbacks (EXP-13) has a much weaker land-sea warming ratio of 1.1, compared to 1.3 if all feedbacks are included.
To further illustrate the amplified land response to the ocean warming a set of sensitivity experiments is carried out, in which the SST is warmed uniformly by ?1 K without CO 2 forcing and additionally some feedback processes are 'turned off', see response patterns in Fig. 10 . These experiments are in reference to the previous studies (e.g. Cess et al. 1990 Joshi et al. 2008 and Dommenget 2009 ). In the first experiment, where the atmospheric water vapor, viwv atmos , is not allowed to respond, the warming over land is much weaker than over oceans and is essentially caused by advection of warmed ocean atmospheric temperatures, with some positive feedbacks at high latitudes due to the ice-albedo feedback, see Fig. 10a . If the local viwv atmos is allowed to respond to changes in T surf , but water vapor is not allowed to be transported by the atmospheric circulation, then the response over land is much stronger, see Fig. 10b . The response in local viwv atmos over the warm oceans is warming T atmos by more than 1 K by latent heat release (see Eq. 14 and Fig. 8a ) in the tropics, which leads to the advection of heat to the continental regions. Over land the local water vapor and in higher latitudes the ice-albedo feedbacks additionally amplify the T surf response. Finally, if the response in viwv atmos is transported by the atmospheric circulation (Fig. 10c) , the additional viwv atmos over land causes a further amplification of the land warming, leading to the nearly global signature of the land warming more than the oceans, which supports the findings of Dommenget (2009) .
The above deconstruction of the land-sea warming contrast indicates that the strong continental warming is essentially an amplified response to the oceans warming. This has, as discussed in Dommenget (2009) , implications for natural variability as well and explains why prescribing observed SSTs of the past century (Zhang et al. 2007; Compo and Sardeshmukh 2009; Dommenget 2009 ) can reproduce much of the continental warming.
The polar amplification
The strongest response to changes in CO 2 is in the arctic during winter, see Fig. 5 . This is in most studies attributed to the ice/snow-albedo and sea ice cover feedback (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer 1980; Francis 2006 or Meehl et al. 2007a, b) . The GREB model response is similar to the IPCC ensemble mean response in the northern high latitudes, but also has some differences. The Polar regions are shown in more detail in Fig. 11 . While both the IPCC and the GREB response are strongest in wintertime, the GREB model has a more pronounced response at the ice edges and not such a strong response in the arctic sea (it is weaker than in the midlatitudes). However, overall the GREB model still produces some arctic wintertime amplification. We can therefore use the GREB model to deconstruct the arctic region response, while keeping in mind that some significant limitations in the GREB model exist for this region, indicating that some important feedback may me missing or are insufficiently simulated in the GREB model.
First we can recognize that the snow-albedo feedback is the strongest in the wintertime over the continental regions around 40 o -50 o N, see Fig. 3c . The feedback does not affect regions further north due to the weaker solar radiation and due to the much colder mean T surf in winter, which does not allow melting (and associated change in albedo) of snow. The changes in sea ice cover are strongest in the fall seasons (not shown) and mostly affect the boundaries of the winter time ice cover, because the temperatures further north are too cold, which is in general agreement with other GCM studies (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer 1980) .
The atmospheric water vapor feedback contributes significantly to the arctic amplification in the GREB model as illustrated by Fig. 9m , o, q. The figures illustrate that the combined feedbacks of snow-albedo, sea-ice cover, local water vapor and atmospheric circulation of water vapor create the polar amplification. It is interesting to note that the transport of water vapor alone has some significant arctic warming (see Fig. 9o, q) . This is partly owed to the nonlinear relationship between e atmos and viwv atmos in Eq. 4.
To illustrate this non-linear effect we conducted another sensitivity experiment, in which we kept viwv atmos in Eq. 4 at the control climate and added another linear term to Eq. 4 with þ0:0061 m 2 kg Á ðVIWV atmos À VIWV atmos ðcontrolÞÞ, which simulates a linear response to increased viwv atmos in Eq. 4, which corresponds to about the same global mean change in emissivity as in the original Eq. 4 for a 2 9 CO 2 scenario. The T surf response is now stronger in the tropical regions and weaker in the high latitudes (see Fig. 12 ). Unlike the CO 2 , which is globally well mixed and therefore constant, the atmospheric water vapor levels are strongly depending on temperature, the potential availability of water due to surface wetness and to the atmospheric circulation. The non-linear dependence of e atmos on viwv atmos in Eq. 4 makes the local water vapor feedback stronger over cold and dry regions. It thus contributes to the polar amplification and to the land-sea contrast in the GREB model. The results appear to be in general agreement with a recent GCM study by Graversen and Wang (2009) , which also pointed out that Table 3 for details the water vapor feedback contributes significantly to the polar amplification.
We noted that the polar climate and its response to external forcing are strongly depending on the climate of remote regions and their response to the external forcing. The polar amplification is not as clear and strong in the southern hemisphere as it is in the arctic for several reasons: Antarctica is surrounded by the Southern Ocean, which is not warming much, in contrast to the Arctic, which is surrounded by continents, which warm strongly due to different feedbacks as discussed above. Subsequently the Antarctic region is not warming as much as the Arctic. Further, Antarctica is mostly a high-altitude region, which is less connected to the atmospheric circulation of heat and water vapor, which is mostly affecting low-altitudes. The circulation effects cause a weaker response of the Antarctic than in the Arctic. Last, but not least, the Antarctic region is also more isolated from the tropical regions than the Arctic, by the more zonal atmospheric circulation in the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere (see Fig. 1e ). This leads to weaker transport of water vapor by the mean atmospheric circulation and a subsequently weaker warming of the Antarctic region (see Fig. 9q ).
Summary and discussion
In this study we introduced the strongly simplified climate model GREB. It simulates the globally gridded temperature resolved on three vertical layers (atmosphere, surface and subsurface ocean) and the atmospheric water vapor content in the atmospheric level. The model simulates, with strongly simplified physics, the solar and thermal radiation for the surface level, the hydrological cycle of surface evaporation and atmospheric condensation of water vapor and associated latent heat release, the turbulent sensible heat exchange between the three layers, the advection of heat and water vapor in the atmospheric layer by the mean atmospheric circulation and isotropic diffusion, changes in sea ice and land snow cover and the heat uptake of the deeper oceans. In contrast to CGCMs the model assumes a fixed atmospheric circulation, clouds and soil moisture, which are given as boundary conditions. It thus does not simulate internal chaotic climate variability caused by weather fluctuations and also assumes that climate change, due to external forcings such as 2 9 CO 2 increase, is a small perturbation, which does not change the atmospheric or ocean circulation, which is clearly a simplification. Further the model's mean climatology in T surf and q air are corrected by flux corrections to follow the observed climatologies.
The main aim of the GREB model is to present a simple and fast tool, which helps to conceptually understand aspects of the climate system response to anthropogenic forcings or external forcings in general. It shall provide a basis or starting point to develop hypotheses about the processes involved in aspects of climate change or climate variability, which must than further be tested with observations or more complex and more realistic CGCM simulations.
Additional processes (e.g. clouds, soil moisture or atmospheric lapse rates) may in principle be simulated (or may be simulated more accurately) within the frame work of the GREB model, but in this first formulation of the GREB model the aim was to keep the model as simple as possible, but still be able to simulate the main large scale characteristics of the global warming response pattern. The GREB model as formulated here may therefore be regarded as a starting point to build in more detailed representations of some feedbacks, which were not included in this study or have been represented in very simplistic ways. The results of this study may already indicate, which processes may need further considerations.
The main findings of this study can be summarized to the following points:
(a) The simple GREB model gives a decent representation of the surface temperature response to global greenhouse gas increases. It can simulate the global mean climate sensitivity and large-scale regional aspects of the warming pattern within the uncertainty of the IPCC-model ensemble. The GREB-model response does not involve any atmospheric circulation changes, changes in cloud cover or any changes in the land surface moisture. However, the fact that the GREBmodel agrees well with the IPCC-model ensemble shall not be interpreted as an indication that such effects are unimportant. Moreover it can be interpreted as an indication that such effects are very uncertain within the IPCC-model ensemble and that the IPCCmodel ensemble response only represents those elements of the climate change pattern, on which all models agree relatively well. The simple GREB model will in many cases, regions or seasons give only a crude estimate of the response, neglecting some processes that may indeed be the main factors for the regional changes in individual models or the real climate. The largest uncertainty in the GREB model response to increased CO 2 concentrations is the downward thermal radiation response to changes in atmospheric water vapor or clouds. This may mainly result from the simple function used in Eqs. 4, 5 and the uncertainty in the e atmos parameter, which may mostly result from clouds and regional differences in the vertical temperature lapse rates. The results suggest that further improvement of the GREB model should focus on a better representation of the thermal radiation response, which will most likely focus on the effects of clouds and the lapse rates. Changes in the cloud cover may also contribute to feedbacks in the solar radiation, which are not considered in this model, but may potentially be important. (b) The main large-scale features of climate change appear to be well understood as an interaction of some simple feedbacks. The advection of warmer temperatures and, most importantly, increased atmospheric water vapor to land and high latitudes leads to stronger warming in these regions. This is amplified by local water vapor feedbacks and the snow and sea ice cover feedbacks. An important aspect of the largescale climate change pattern in the GREB model is the unequal distribution of mean atmospheric water vapor and the non-linear sensitivity of the thermal radiation to changes in atmospheric water vapor. This combination leads to strong climate sensitivity where the mean atmospheric water vapor levels are low (e.g. polar winter regions, continents or deserts). Regions of low water vapor levels are especially sensitive to transport of enhanced atmospheric water vapor. (c) The land sea contrast in the GREB model is a combination of a transient effect due to the larger heat capacity of the oceans, the local positive feedbacks of water vapor and snow-albedo and the intrusion of water vapor from tropical oceans. The water vapor feedbacks do lead to the fact that continental climates are very sensitive to changes in the oceans T surf . This may explain why atmospheric GCM simulation forced with observed SST only (no changes in greenhouse gases) can reproduce much of the continental warming (Zhang et al. 2007; Compo and Sardeshmukh 2009; Dommenget 2009 ). (d) The polar amplification in the GREB model is not only a local response to changes in sea ice cover or snow albedo, but is also depending on the water vapor feedback. The latter is to a large degree a result of the non-linear sensitivity of the thermal downward radiation to increased atmospheric water vapor concentrations and also results from the fact that atmospheric water vapor is highly unequally distributed globally. Further, the water vapor feedback not only depends on the local water vapor response, but is strongly affected by the transport of water vapor from lower latitudes.
The results appear to be in general agreement with a recent GCM study by Graversen and Wang (2009) , which also pointed out that the water vapor feedback contributes significantly to the polar amplification. The finding, that the polar amplification is a strong interaction of many feedbacks and depending on the response in many regions globally, may explain to some degree why the uncertainty in the climate sensitivity is largest in the arctic regions in the IPCC-models ensemble. However, it needs to be noted that the arctic is a relative small and complex region. It is therefore likely that the results of the GREB model may have only limited relevance and some important feedbacks, such as atmospheric circulation and heat transport changes, are not simulated in the GREB model. It may however, in cooperation with CGCM models and observation, be a basis for a better understanding of the polar amplification.
b) is in our model equivalent to De atmos (2 9 CO 2 ) & 0.019 ± 0.003. Uncertainties also include an estimate of regional differences, nonlinearities and limitations of the model. 3. The effect of increased viwv atmos can be estimated in an inverse approach: Global mean changes in T surf for doubling of CO 2 in the slab greenhouse model is about 1.1 K, while IPCC predications including all feedbacks lead to about 2.6. The ice-albedo feedback leads to about 20% increase of the warming in global average (Hall 2004) . Assuming the remaining feedbacks are dominated by increased viwv atmos, we can estimate the De atmos (Dviwv atmos ) to be about as strong as the De atmos (2 9 CO 2 ). Thus De atmos (Dviwv atmos ) & 0.02 ± 0.003. The Dviwv atmos can be approximated by assuming no changes in relative humidity, which corresponds to about 15% increase in absolute humidity for the IPCC predicted global mean T surf changes. 4. The largest part of e atmos is due to viwv atmos (Mitchell 1989; Kiehl and Trenberth 1997) . About 60% can be attributed to viwv atmos , which in our model corresponds to De atmos (viwv atmos ? 0) & 0.5 ± 0.05. 5. The emissivity of viwv atmos is mostly () in the non-CO 2 overlapping spectral bands (see Fig. 6 .2 in Oort 1992a, 1992b) . This can be quantified in our model by:
with a ¼ pe 6 Á log pe 2 Á viwv atmos þ pe 3 ½ and b ¼ pe 4 Á log pe 1 Á 340ppm þ pe 2 Á viwv atmos þ pe 3 ½
6. The cloud effect on the surface thermal radiation is about 31 W/m 2 (Ramanathan et al. 1989 ). This converts in our model to De atmos (CLD ? 0) & 0.16 ± 0.05. 7. The spectral emission of CO 2 and viwv atmos have bands which overlap Oort 1992a, 1992b) . In these bands (1. term RHS of Eq. 4) the relative contributions of CO 2 and viwv atmos should be about equal. This can be quantified in our model by:
¼ 0 AE 0:2 with a ¼ pe 1 Á 340 ppm and
8. Cloud cover will increase the effective emissivity mostly by decreasing the sensitivity to trace gasses and lifting the effective emissivity mostly in regions with lower greenhouse gas concentraions (low viwv atmos ). While a literature discussion of this effect could not be found, the analysis of the ECHAM AGCM downward surface thermal radiation as a function of viwv atmos and CLD suggest that the sensitivity of e atmos to changes in viwv atmos is about twice as strong for clear sky than for cloudy conditions. This can be quantified in our model by: Fig. 6 .2 in Oort 1992a, 1992b) . This can be quantified in our model by:
with a ¼ pe 5 Á log pe 1 Á 340ppm þ pe 3 ½ and b ¼ pe 4 Á log pe 1 Á 340ppm þ pe 2 Á viwv atmos þ pe 3 ½
11. In absence of CO 2 , viwv atmos , and CLD the model should roughly be e atmos & 0 ± 0.3. 12. In present climate a very humid atmosphere (viw vatmos = 70 kg/m2) with complete cloud cover (CLD = 1.0) should represent the maximum e atmos & 1.0 ± 0.3 13. The parameters pe 1-10 are positive definite.
The 13 constraints are used to set up a cost-function, in which each term is estimated under current climate conditions of CO 2 , viwv atmos , and CLD, globally averaged and normalized by the uncertainty, defining 12 error terms. The sum of the squared error terms is minimized by a numerical iterative scheme varying the parameters pe 1-10 . The resulting parameters are listed in Table 2 . The assumed global mean emissivity characteristics and the models estimated values under current climate conditions are listed in Table 4 . Note, negative e atmos are only reached for viwv atmos \ 1 kg/m 2 and CO 2 \ 2 ppm, which is faraway from the conditions to which the model is applied.
